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	Project Title: Nanostructured slippery materials for healthcare
	Project Description: Professor C.P. McCoy (main supervisor) and Professor S.E.J. BellRecently, we have shown that a new class of materials – so called slippery liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS) can be tailored to give surfaces which can resist bacterial attachment. This is extremely important in the development of healthcare materials and medical devices which can resist infection. Medical devices, such as catheters, stents, breathing tubes and others can act as reservoirs for infection of the patients hosting these materials, and is a significant cause of death and mobidity.Materials coated with SLIPS are typically ultra-repellent to pure and complex fluids such as blood and biological fluids, and as such are good candidates as inhibitors of bacterial growth. In this cross-Faculty project, we will expand this concept by introducing polymerisable fluids for the first time in the construction of nanostructured SLIPS, which can subsequently be ‘fixed’ by curing. The surfaces of these caotings are anticipated to be extremely potent as they have two mechanisms of action:• A strong ability to resist attachment of bacteria through tuned surface energy• An ability to efficiently kill any bacteria which manage to adhere through surface-oriented membrane disrupting groups.A range of state-of-the-art methods will characterise the materials and the ability of the surface to resist infection will also be explored.
	Supervisor Name: Professor Colin McCoy
	Supervisor Email: c.mccoy@qub.ac.uk


